Versions of Classic tales:
Interstellar Cinderella by Deborah Underwood J 398.2
CINDERELLA UNDERWOOD

The Land of Stories : a treasury of classic fairy tales by Chris Colfer J 398.2 COLFER

Glass slipper, gold sandal : a worldwide Cinderella by Paul Fleischman J 398.2 CINDERELLA FLE

The wolf who cried boy story by Bob Hartman J 398.2 AESOP BOY

Wolf! wolf! by John Rocco J P ROCCO

Fearsome Giant, Fearless Child by Paul Fleischman J 398.2 JACK FLE

Jack and the Baked Beanstalk by Colin Stimpson J 398.2 JACK STI

Jack and the Beanstalk and the French Fries by Mark Teague J 398.2 JACK TEA

Stories by land:

Iceland:
The Dragon’s Hoard: Stories from the Viking Sagas by Lari Don J 398.2 ICELAND DON

Latin America:
The dragon slayer : folktales from Latin America / by Jaime Hernandez J 398.2 LATIN AMERICA HER

North America:
John Henry by Julius Lester J 398.2 LESTER

American tall tales By Mary Pope Osborne J 3982. UNITED STATES OSBORNE

Legends of landforms : Native American lore and the geology of the land By Vogel J 398.2 NATIVE AMERICAN VOGEL

The Otter, the Spotter frog, and the Great Flood by Gerald Hausman J 398.2 NATIVE AMERICAN CREEK HAU

The Boy Who Lived With the Bears and other Iroquois Stories retold by Joseph Bruchac J 398.2 NATIVE AMERICAN IROQUOIS BRU

Europe:
Toads and Diamonds retold by Charlotte Huck J 398.2 FRANCE HUC

Hans my Hedgehog retold by Kate Coombs J 398.2 GERMANY COO

Japan:
The crane girl : based on Japanese folktales adapted by Curtis Manley J 398.2 JAPAN MAN

Tamamo the fox maiden, and other Asian stories J GRAPH CAUTIONARY V.2

Tsunami! By Kimiko Kajikawa J 398.2 JAPAN KAJ

India:
The elephant’s friend and other tales from ancient india by Marcia Williams J 398.2 INDIA WIL

Indian tales by Shenaaz Nanji J 398.2 INDIA NANJI

“Promise me you’ll always remember that you are braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think.”
-Winnie-the-Pooh